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Clean India Mission Objectives

• Elimination of open defecation
• Eradication of manual scavenging
• Scientific Solid Waste Management
• Bring about behavioral change
• Awareness Creation
• Capacity Building
• Creation of enabling environment for private sector participation
Components of the Mission

- House hold toilets
- Community toilets
- Public toilets
- Solid Waste Management
- IEC
- Capacity Building
Project Approval

• Major departure from the past. Instead of project approval at the federal level, a state level committee will approve individual projects of the cities
• Will facilitate speedy project approval
Allocation to States

• Gives 50% weightage to urban population and 50% weightage to number of cities

• Recognizes the magnitude of problem faced by urbanized states and allocates funds accordingly
Funding

- Rs. 4,000 (USD 67) for Individual toilet (Cost Rs.15000 to Rs.25000 – USD 250 - 415)
- 40% to Community Toilets
- No funding for Public Toilets
- Emphasis on Public Private Partnerships for Capex and Opex

- Current experience shows that people who depend on community toilets are most likely those belonging to the economically weaker sections and hence potential to collect user charges to fund capital expenditure is limited.

- Tamil Nadu follows a 100% grant for capex and user fee for opex model
Individual Toilet & Community toilet

• About 60% of the urban households have toilets ...sanitary or insanitary
• Transition from Village to City in administrative status ...not reflected in behaviour...choices
• Traditionally toilets are constructed in the backyard separated from the house
• Small size plots 200 to 300 sq.ft - little scope for Individual toilets
Individual & Community Toilets

• Grant based Individual toilets schemes need to be demand driven preceded by result oriented awareness campaign
• Experience shows that target driven toilet schemes fall into disuse
• Community toilets fill the gap
• Provided proper design and O&M protocol is put in place.
Construction and Renovation of Community Toilets

• As a part of the state government’s objective to realise Open Defecation Free status by the year 2015
• Identified 3184 sites with open defecation
• Completed construction of 1665 community toilets
• Completed renovation of 1609 community toilets
For successful operation of Community toilets

- Proper assessment of maintenance needs
- Performance based contracts maintenance
- Long term contracts
- Adequate municipal budget to gap between operating costs and operating revenue.
- Push factor provided by IEC activities
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